Classically conditioned withdrawal reflex in cerebellar patients. 1. Impaired conditioned responses.
The role of the cerebellum in the classically conditioned, human lower-limb-withdrawal reflex was studied in ten patients with pure cerebellar diseases (CBL), ten patients showing additional extracerebellar symptoms (CBL+), and in 11 sex- and age-matched normal controls (CTRL). Where conditioning was successful, the electrically evoked, unconditioned response was preceded by a tone-conditioned response (CR). CR incidence was variable, with best results in the CTRL, significantly less in CBL, and lowest in CBL+. Although CRs could be established in subjects in all groups, a continuous increase in the CR incidence in the course of the recording session was observed primarily in CTRL. In CBL and CBL+, such a characteristic reflex acquisition was rather the exception. CR onsets in CBL were within the range of those in CTRL, but CR amplitude was significantly lower in CBL. Cerebellar patients with circumscribed lesions behaved differently in our motor-learning paradigm, depending on the lesion site. Patients suffering from pathology of the posterior inferior cerebellum showed a mean CR incidence within the lower range of CTRL. In contrast, if the anterior and superior cerebellum was affected, few or even no CRs were observed. Our findings thus provide evidence that the human cerebellum is required for the acquisition and the retention of this specific conditioned limb-withdrawal reflex. In particular, anterior and superior parts of the cerebellum appear to be involved. Thus, an expansion of the current concept of clinically based, functional compartmentalization is suggested, such that anterior and superior cerebellar regions must be intact to establish plastic changes required for the acquisition of the conditioned withdrawal response.